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During the period of April 8,1986, to May 1,1986, a contractor performed a
walkdown of Plant fire barriers to review the implanentation of 10 CFR 59

- Appendix R requirenents. During this walkdown, with Unit 1 at 90 percent
reactor thermal pomr and Unit 2 in Mode 6 (Refueling), it was discovered
that 24 fire seals were inoperable. 'Nenty-two of these penetrations had not

- been previously identified as fire barriers as defined in Technical
& Specification 3.7.10 while two seals were part of the Plant's Surveillance
F Program. Fire watches were pcsted upon discovery and maintained until the
f fire seals were installed.
E
k The penetrations have been analyzed fran an engineering and safety

{
standpoint. The evaluation concluded that there was no significant

g degradation of the fire barriers nor did they constitute an unreviewed safety
question as defined in 10 CFR 50.59. The penetrations escaped identificationn

k during prior inspections,
a
r

E The penetrations have been added to the Plant's Fire Seal Surveillance Data
b Base to insure the seals will be inspected during future surveillances.
E
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Conditions Prior to Event

Unit 1 operating at 90 percent reactor thermal power and Unit 2 in Mode 6
(Refueling) .

Description of Event

During a walkdown of Plant Fire Barriers to verify canpliance with 10 CFR 50
Appendix R, the following fire barrier penetrations were discovered without
fire sealant:

Fire Zone Penetration Discovered Sealed

51 F-4116, F-4117, F-4118, April 8,'1986 April 9, 1986
F-4119, F-4120, F-4121,
F-4122, F-4123

17B C-12031 April 8, 1986 April 9, 1986

91 W-7523, W-7522 April 8, 1986 April 9, 1986

29C W-9742, W-9744, W-9745, April 8, 1986 April 10, 1986
W-9743

29D W-9746, W-9747, W-9748 April 8, 1986 April 10, 1986

14 W-9490 April 8, 1986 April 10, 1986

96 W-7507, W-7508 April 9, 1986 April 10, 1986

49 F-8033 April 22, 1986 April 23, 1986

55 F-8144 April 22, 1986 April 23, 1986

6A W-7341 May 1, 1986 May 1, 1986

In each case a fire watch was posted within 15 minutes of discovery. The
penetrations listed were various piping, conduit and cable penetrations and
all but F-8033 and F-8144 had not been previously identified as fire seals'
(IEEE/ SEALS). It is believed that the penetrations listed (except for F-8033
and F-8144) have existed without fire sealant since the initial
implementation of Appendix R as the penetrations were not incorporated into
the Plant's Fire Seal Surveillance Program at that time. Fire Seals F-8033
and F-8144 have been part of the Surveillance Program and were last inspected
on July 14, 1985, with no deficiencies noted.
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Cause of Event

Twenty-two (22) of the deficient penetrations were not previously identified
in the Plant's Fire Protection Surveillance Program. The penetrations
escaped identification during prior inspections.

Analysis of Event

The following is an analysis of the deficient fire seals. In stmmary, the
evaluation concluded that the absence of fire rated seals on the penetrations
has not resulted in any significant degradation of the fire barriers. The
condition did not constitute an unreviewed safety question as defined in 10
CFR 50.59.

Penetrations W-9742 and W-9744 through W-9748 are conduit penetrations in a
fire wall between the Screenhouse (FZ 142) and the Unit 2 ESW Pump Cubicles
(FZ 29C and FZ 29D). There is a low fire loading in each of these zones.
Smoke detectors are provided in Fire Zone 29C and Fire Zone 29D. The free
space between the conduit and penetration opening is very small which would
limit the passage of heat, smoke and cmbustible gases to an insignificant
amount. Based on the preceding, it is unlikely a fire oculd develop to the
magnitude necessary to breach the fire barrier through these penetrations.

Penetration W-9743 involves a non safety-related cable tray that runs
vertically up the east wall of Fire Zone 29C then turns and penetrates the
fire barrier into (and through) the Chmical Cleaning Tank Rom of Fire Zone
84 in the Unit 2 Turbine Building. The cable tray penetration opening was
found to be unsealed. Fire Zone 84 is protected with a wet pipe sprinkler
system. A floor based fire originating in Fire Zone 84 would be controlled
by the sprinkler syst s before igniting cable in this tray and breaching the
barrier. If a floor based fire started in Fire Zone 29C, the detection

systs would provide an early warning alarm resulting in a response by the
fire brigade to control the fire before igniting the cable in the tray.
Finally, if a fire started in the tray, it could sprer1 to both sides of the
barrier but would not spread beyond the cable tray to otne.r m*mtibles
because of the sprinkler system in Fire Zone 84, the early warning detection
system in Fire Zone 2 and rapid response of the fire brigade.

Penetration C-12031 involves an opening in the ceiling of the Motor Driven'
Auxiliary Feed Pump Rom (FZ 17B) . The opening cmmunicates with the Unit 2
Turbine Building at elevation 591' (FZ 84) which is fully sprinklered. The
underside of the opening had a one-half inch thick piece of plywood daming
in place. Because Fire Zone 17B has virtually no cmbustibles, it is
unlikely that any fire could have begun which would have ignited and thus
penetrated the daming material. A fire starting above the opening would
have activated the sprinkler system before igniting the damming material.
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Therefore, it is extremely unlikely that a fire could have spread in either
direction through the subject penetration.

Penetrations W-7522, W-7523, W-7507 and W-7508 enter the wall between the
Auxiliary Building and the Turbine Building at elevation 609'. In Unit 1,

the barrier is between Fire Zone 44N and Fire Zone 91. In Unit 2, the

barrier is between Fire Zone 44S and Fire Zone 96.

There are two penetrations in each unit. Each of the openings has a large
pipe passing through it. Each pipe is insulated with fiberglass and covered
with an aluminum skin. There is mininul, if any, open space between the
penetration and the pipe configuration. The cmbustible loadings are low on
both sides. Also, there are wet pipe sprinklers on the Turbine Building side
and a dry pilot protection sprinkler system and ionization detection system
on the Auxiliary Building Side of these penetrations.

Because of the minimal amount of opening at each penetration, the
noncmbustible material traversing the penetration, the thickness of the
Turbine / Auxiliary Building wall (3 feet) and the fire protection provided on
both sides of the penetration, it is unlikely that any fire could develop to
the size necessary to spread from one side of the barrier to the other.

Penetration W-9490 involves a one and one-half inch unsealed penetration with
a 1-inch conduit passing through a fire barrier on the 591' elevation
separating the unit 1 Transformer Rom (Fire Zone 14) and the Unit 1
Northeast Turbine Rom (Zone 9) . Fire Zone 14 has an insignificant amount of
combustibles and an ionization detection system. Fire Zone 79 has a very low
fire loading and a wet pipe sprinkler system. Because of the fire protection
provided,, low cmbustible loading, the very small amount of space between
the conduit and penetration opening, and the thickness of the Turbine /
Auxiliary Building wall (3 feet) it is highly unlikely that a fire could
spread frm one side of the fire barrier to the other via this unsealed
penetration.

Penetrations F-4116 through F-4123 located in the floor at Elevation 633' of
the Auxiliary Building between Fire Zone (FZ) 51 above and Fire Zones
44N (Unit 1) /44S IUnit 2) below. The penetrations were found between the
Unit 1 and 2 Letdown Heat Exchanger Roms on elevation 633' and.the Unit 1
and 2 Volume Control Tank Roms below. Although there is detection and
suppression surrounding the Letdown Heat Exchanger and Volume Control Tank'
Roms, there is none in the roms. These roms each have an extremely low
amount of embustibles. This low embustible loading makes it unlikely that
a fire of a magnitude necessary to spread between the two roms could start
in either room. 'Ihe cmbustible loading in each of the fire zones is low at
under 10 minutes for Fire Zones 44S and 51, and it is under 20 minutes in
Fire Zone 44N. Additionally, a fire starting elsewhere in 44N, 44S, or 51 is
not expected to develop to the magnitude necessary to overpower the
suppression systems and travel the torOtrous path necessary to spread through
the subject penetrations. Although there is hydrogen in the Volume Control
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Tank Roms, it is not being considered as part of the cmbustible loading for
the roms. Within these roms, the hydrogen is completely contained in the
tanks and piping which are Seismic Class I. The cmbustibles located in
these roms are low enough that we feel a fire in either rom, even if
undetected, could not damage the tanks or piping to the degree necessary to
release hydrogen into the roms. Although it is unlikely that a fire could
generate enough heat in the rom to increase the tank pressure, if it did,
the tank is equipped with a safety-relief valve which vents directly to the
Waste Gas Holdup Tanks. Because of the construction of the tanks and piping
which contain the hydrogen, it is also unlikely that a hydrogen leak could
occur in *.hese rooms under non-fire conditions.

Fire Seal No. W-7341 is located in the fire wall separating the Auxiliary
Building Pipe Tunnel (Fire Zone 6A) frm the Unit 2 Quadrant 2 Piping Tunnel
(Fire Zone 22) . The open penetration is 5 inches in diameter through a wall
3 feet in depth at approximately the 606' elevation.

Both Fire Zones 6A and 22 have no detection or suppression syst m s and each
has a negligible fire loading. Since access to Fire Zone 6A is through a
normally locked, high radiation area and does not provide access to any other
plant areas, the potential for storage and/or transport of transient
embustibles in or through the pipe tunnel is minimal. Also, there are
no exposed cmbustibles located within the pipa tunnel. These factors make
it very difficult to either ignite a fire within the fire zone or aid in the
transfer of a fire through the open penetration. Adaitionally, Fire Zone 6A
does not contain any safe shutdown equipnent.

.

Fire Zone 22 has a very large volume starting at floor elevation 573' and
rising up to the floor / ceiling assembly at elevation 650'. Smoke and heat
frm a fire originating in Fire Zone 22 would tend to travel up to the
ceiling of the rom where a buildup of approximately 42 feet would be
required before the heat and hot gases would begin flowing through the open
penetration. Since the fixed cmbustible loading in the area is negligible,
the only source of fire that could generate the anount of smoke and heat to
impact the penetration could only be caused by transients. The back portion
of Fire Zone 22 which interfaces with the pipe tunnel is a radiation
controlled area of the Auxiliary Building where the use and transfer of
transients is limited, with frequent inspections performed for housekeeping
and cmbustible material. 'Iherefore, the probability of a large transient
fire impacting on the open penetration is highly unlikely.

Due to 1) the lack of cmbustibles in the area and 2) the control of
transient embustibles into each area, the likelihood of a fire frcm either
zone impacting and spreading the fire through the open penetration is nil.

Fire Seal No. F-8033 is located in the floor of the Unit 1 HVAC Vestibule
(Fire Zone 49) and penetrates to the Unit 1 Quadrant 2 Penetration Cable
Tunnel (Fire Zone 38) below. This penetration contains two cable trays, 1
N!P 4 and 1 N C 4, and is sealed between the concrete opening and the cable
trays. Cable tray 1 N!P 4 is sealed inside the cable tray. Cable tray 1 N C

senC pnu 344a
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4 has a deteriorated seal inside the cable tray. Apparently when new cables
,

were being pulled through the seal, a cone shaped section of foam was broken
off. 'Ihis cone shape is approximately 6 inches deep and 3 inches wide at the
top of penetration. Cable tray 1 AMC 4 is of the solid type and is normally
provided with a solid cover.

Fire Zone 49 is protected with an ionization smoke detection systs for the
general area. A water spray system and thermistor detector are provided for
protection of the charcoal filter systms also located in the zone.

Fire Zone 38 is protected with an autmatic carbon dioxide suppression systm
using cross-zoned ionization snoke and infra-red detectors.

If a fire were to begin in Fire Zone 49, the natural tendency of the fire to
spread would not be through this floor penetration. The cable tray cover
would help to limit the spread of fire either into or out of this tray and
would also limit the flow of fresh air, thereby slowing the fires growth
inside the tray. The available smoke detection system would alert the fire
brigade to the developing fire.

If a fire w re to begin in Fire Zone 38, the detection syst m would detect a
fire in the early stages of develognent and alert the fire brigade prior to
discharging the carbon dioxide systm. Upon discharge of the carbon dioxide
suppression system, it would extinguish the fire prior to impactin3 on the
deteriorated fire seal.

The impact of a fire on the deteriorated seal would have been minimized by
several factors. First the size of the removed section was only a portion of
the entire seal. An acceptable 3-hour foam seal is at least 12 inches deep.
The removal of a section 6 inches in depth would have left a sufficient
amount of foam in place to retard the fires growth long enough for detection
of the fire, extinguishment of a fire in Fire Zone 38 and/or to initiate fire
fighting tactics by the plant fire brigade.

Fire Seal No. F-8144 is located in the floor of the Unit 1 Switchgear Room
Cable Vault (Fire Zone 55) and penetrates to the Unit 1 Engineered Safety
System and MCC Roon (Fire Zone 41) below. This penetration contains cable
trays IEl-Cl4 and lEl-C15 and is sealed between the concrete opening and the
cable trays. Cable tray lEl-C15 is sealed inside the cable tray. Cable tray
1El-C14 was not sealed inside the cable tray with foam, but did have
approxinutely 3 inches of noncmbustible fiberfax daming material packed in
the hole. Both cable trays are of the solid type and are normally provided
with solid covers.

Both Fire Zones 41 and 55 are protected by an autmatic carbon dioxide
suppression system using cross-zoned ionization and infra-red detectors.
Because the able trays are normally covered, the effect of the opening on
the carbon dioxide system in Fire Zone 53 would have been minimized. The
fire loading for each area is less than a half hour. Ikid a fire involved
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cable tray IEl-C14, there is the possibility of the fire passing between the
two fire zones. However, the fiberfax damning material would have been able
to limit the fires spread for an unspecified length of time, but long enough
for actuation of the smoke detection systm . The tray cover would have also
helped to limit the spread of fire either into or out of this tray and would
limit the flow of fresh air, thereby slowing the fires growth inside the
tray. In any event, the detection systems would have provided early
indication of a fire in either zone and alerted the fire brigade to the
developing fire prior to discharge of the systems.

The early warning frm the fire detection system, the availability of the
carbon dioxide systas, the fire brigade response, and the existence of the
noncmbustible damning material would have limited a fires spread between the
two zones and its overall impact.

Corrective Actions

A fire watch was posted upon discovery of each inoperable fire seal and the
penetrations were then sealed. The penetrations have been added to the Fire
Seal Surveillance Data Base to insure these seals are inspected during future
surveillances. It should be noted that these discoveries are part of a
program to insure 100 percent empliance with 10CFR50 Appendix R.

Failed Cmponent Identification

There were no cmponent failures related to this IER.

Previous Similar Events

LER 85-315/18, 85-315/24, 85-315/27, 85-315/56, 85-315/70, 85-316/6.
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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission l

Document Control Desk
-Washington, D.C. 20555

Operating License DPR-74
Docket No. 50-316

Document Control Manager:

In accordance with the. criteria established by 10CFR50.7,3
entitled Licensee Event Reporting System,-the following
report /s are being submitted:

86-015-01

Sincerely,

W
Plant Manager

/cbm - .
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cc: John'E. Dolan --

J.G. Keppler,.RO:III
M.P. Alexich
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R.F. Kroeger*
,_

H.B. Brugger -

R.W. Jurgensen
NRC Resident Inspector
R.C. Callen, MPSC
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